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EFFECTS OF USING A COMPUTER-BASED RECORDS
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The total cost of record management for the NISC project was about
$525K. The computer-based records management system did result in increase
costs for project management in the order of $325K. Most of this cost was added
labor to scan the non-electronic documents and to set up the web page and the
databases associated with the project . A reduction of about $SOOK in the cost of
the project did result from reduced travel to attend project meetings, faster
delivery of the project, continuity of personnel, and reduced project management
costs. The net saving for the project is in the range of $175K to $200K of direct
costs .

SUMMARY

The project team selected a computer-based approach for the NISC project
record management system. The team is convinced that this approach did cut
direct costs . The major advantage, that the team believes did help the project,
comes in the area of having just one central point for all design and construction
information related to the project . The other benefit to the project will come over
the thirty-year design life of the project through reduced costs to design changes
to the facility . The team estimates that a reasonable saving for the project
(including future modifications) will be about $2,OOOK or about 3% of the project
construction costs .

The cost increase of scanning non-electric documents will decrease
for other projects in the future as more project related information is computer
generated . Many the subcontractors on the NISC project had not completely
converted to computer based systems for there own internal operation during the
life of the NISC project. However, as more project related documents are
generated in electronic form this type of cost will reduce .



Cost of Documenting the NISC Proj ect

BACKGROUND

Development of the Nonproliferation and International Security Center
(NISC) project was started originally in 1996 . The NISC project is to provide
163,375 square feet of laboratory and office space for 465 technical and support
staff. The total estimated cost for the facility is about sixty-three million dollars .
The facility consists of a new structure rising four stories above a one level
basement. A one story high-bay area and basement is provided on the West End
of the structure. One of the primary objectives of the project is to consolidate
operations currently located in about 30 structures at three different sites . At the
time the project started, the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) generally
followed the standard process for construction of Design, Bid, and Build (DBB) .
The DBB process had been used at Los Alamos for the past 50 years. The NISC
project was developed using the DBB process .

The NISC project team is composed of team members from the following
organizations : the Nonproliferation and International Security (NIS) Division,
users of the facility; Project Management (PM) Division, the Laboratory's
construction management organization; Los Alamos Area Office of the
Department of Energy; Business Operation (BUS), the Laboratory's procurement
office; Security (S) Division, the Laboratory's security office ; and Environment,
Safety, and Health (ESH) Division, the Laboratory's main safety office . The team
has the responsibility to insure that the NISC will meet the user requirements and
comply with DOE orders .

In 1997, the NISC project team decided to utilize a computer-based record
based management system to track and store the design and construct documents
for the NISC. The following analysis of the financial costs involved in the
decision to use this system is presented below .

IMPORTANT FACTORS

Information technology has completely changed our concept of record
keeping. The advent of digital records was a momentous discovery, as significant
as the invention of the printing press because it allowed huge amounts of
information to be stored in a very small space and to be examined quickly .
{However, digital documents are much more vulnerable to the passage of time
than printed documents because the media on which they are stored are easily
affected by physical phenomena such as magnetic fields, oxidation, material
decay and by various environmental factors that may destroy the information) .



Even more important, digital information becomes obsolete because, even if
future generations may be able to read it, they may not necessarily be able to
interpret it .

There are many factors that affect the cost of archiving records for
engineering projects . The older methods of storing and indexing records using
paper and microfilm have been changing over the last few years . More and more
projects are being developed using computer systems that depend on magnetic
and optical storage systems that use less than robust materials for the archiving of
design, cost, engineering, and construction information . These records are often
required in court cases during and after construction . In addition, there often is a
need for these records many years from the time of construction. The nature of
the project will affect the length of time records need to be kept about a project .
The nature of the media used to store information will affect the costs associated
with maintaining them in a usable state .

When one considers the large number and wide variety of construction
projects, there are a number of these projects that require not only the standard
consideration for the retention of records but require extremely long retention of
these records. Current examples include nuclear waste facilities where records
may be needed hundreds of years after completion of construction . Another
example is the recently completed Channel Tunnel where the owners expect to
continue operations for many years . Construction projections from the 1930s that
also have long records retention requirements include the Hoover dam, the
Golden Gate Bridge, and many of the Work Projects Administration (WPA)
projects. Going back to the late 1800s and early 1900s, there are projects like the
London underground system, air and ground transportation systems, and major
sea projects such as the Panama Canal that are still in use .

Not only must the data be recoverable over long periods of time, it must
also be the unchanged original information with added information about changes
so the history of modifications and enhancements can be traced over long periods
of time - centuries . For data storage over hundreds to thousands of years, there is
reasonable concern about effect of man-made or natural disasters . Fires and
floods have destroyed many major databases . The great library at Alexandria
burned in about 642 AD. Exactly who was responsible is debated, but an
irreplaceable storehouse of knowledge was almost totally destroyed .

STANDARD DOE APPROACH

DOE has a number of policies and procedures related to the authorization,
management, and construction of projects : These policies and procedures include
the documentation of the process . The requirements include the following key
items :

9 Authorization to develop a Conceptual Design Report (CDR)



• Development of the CDR
• Validation of the CD R
• Authorization and funding to design the facility

• Validation of the design
• Authorization and funding to build the facility
• Final project closeout .

This approach placed the project management team in the position of tracking
and control of interaction between the DOE, Design-Build team and the Facility
User. These activities often distracted from the project management's main .
objectives of controlling costs, schedule, and quality assurance .

APPROACH

The project goal is to keep all documents related to the NISC project in a
computer-based system. This approach allows the rapid search and retrieval of
any document related to the NISC project . The team decided that the records for
the NISC project should have a design life as long as the design life of th e
building. The base design life of the NISC project is thirty years . The project
does include a radiological area. The project used the following main document
categories : 1) contracts, 2) Requests For Information (RFI), 3) Requests for
Proposals (RFP), 4) Changes Orders, 5) Submittals, 6) Plans and CAD files, 7)
photos, 8) written correspondence, 9) electronic correspondence, 10) inspections
reports, 11) test reports, 12) safety plans, 13) cost reports, 14) Conceptual Design
Report, and 15) other documents . At the completion of construction (December
9, 2002), the projected has collected the following items (rounded to the nearest
100) :

1 Five Contracts (10000 pages)
2 Seven hundred RFI (2000 pages)
3 Seventy-one RFP (2000 pages)
4 One hundred change orders (3000 pages )
5 One thousand submittals (20,000 pages )
6 Three hundred E-size drawing (final) and CAD file s
7 Eighteen thousand photos (18,000 images )
8 One thousand pieces of written correspondence (2000 pages )
9 One thousand electronic E-mails (3000 pages)
10 Forty thousand inspection reports (60000 pages)
11 Two hundred test results (5000 pages )
12 Three hundred safety plans (1000 pages )
13 Twenty-five cost reports (2500 pages)
14 Four sets of CDRs (6000 .pages)
15 Six thousand other documents (30,000 pages)



The NISC team estimates that the final closed-out will generate another
ten thousand pages for the records managements system .

The project team wanted the information available on-line within the Los
Alamos National Laboratory and with limited access for the contractors at their
sites . The project only required about 20,000 Mbytes of data . The larges t
requirement for storage can form the photo files that required 18,000 Mbytes .

The following list provides and over view of the main consideration given
to the comparison of a paper based record system vs . a computer based records
system by the Los Alamos NISC team. The list includes main considerations and
possible areas of benefits, cost savings, and cost increases .

• Single Point of Responsibility - One central point to store and
reference all project documents

• Improved Risk Management - Reduction of risk since the files and
documents were backed-up at specific times

• Accurate Identification of Costs - Reduction of costs

• Faster Delivery of Information - Allowed the quick retrieval of project
information

• Continuity of Personnel - Faster familiarization with the projec t

• Management Costs - Reduction of management cost s

• Quality - Better quality documents for the project

• Procurement Process - Reduced procurement costs

• Development of Performance Based Specifications - Better early
definition of scope

• Institutional Barriers - What can get in the wa y

• Unfamiliarity with process - What can impact the projec t

• Control of Scope Changes - Better project cost contro l

0 Post Project Benefits - Reduced maintenances



Cost Considerations

Consideration of a full computer record management system came early in
the development of the NISC project . The initial CDR was completed in July of
1997. A revised and updated CDR was completed in July of 1998 . Project
validation by DOE was received in July of 1998 . The project team started the
record management system in the second quarter of FY98 . The process included
researching the pros and cons and developing a draft scope of work for the record
management system, training the team on methods to be used, developing and
reviewing general provisions of the system, enhancing user functions, and having
and independent review of the record management system . One of the main
concerns of the facility owner, related to the development of the record
management system, was that the system would provide support to the Facility
Maintenance Unit . This unit is assigned the responsibility of supporting the after
construction was complete . The project team selected to divide the computer-
based record management function into several parts . One part is the collection of
electronic information, another part is the development of the web pages and
associated software, and the last part is collection and scanning of non-electronic
information .

The following information presents the estimated costs associated with the
computer record management system of the NISC project from before award of
the design-build contract to project completion. The costs were developed based
on the project requirements . The project team did not expect cost saving in all of
the areas listed over a non-computer based system . The saving will depend on the
selected requirements and the selected approaches .

Single Point of Responsibility

Paper-based - NISC team must manage contractors and delegate a portion
of responsibility for the document completion to each . They must
manage interface with designer and contractor .

Computer-based - One source of responsibility eliminates possible
adversarial relationship between team members about who has a
document .

Cost Change - This is estimated to add about $50K to the LANL projec t
management cost .

Improved Risk Management of Documents

Risk for project document completion is with the contractor . The A/E may
develop an approach that is reasonable and effective . However,



the selected contractors may not all have experience with that
approach .

Computer-Based - LANL assumes increased risk to insure that all
documents are recorded, indexed, scanned (if required) and entered
into system .

Cost Change - There is one source for project related documents . Less
time is required to get a document and distribute it to the team
members . This is estimated to have increased the project costs
about $ l 00

K Accurate Identification of Costs

Paper-Based - Greater cost uncertain. Some uncertainty exists due to
possible errors, omissions and possible loss of papers .

Computer-Based - There is a better understanding of the costs associated
with the project because the A/E and the general contractor are
working together to develop the costs as the design is completed
using the same base project documents .

Cost Change - There is a possible reduction in cost because the contract
team has a better understanding of the cost associated with the
project . . An estimate of a possible reduced costs would be in the
range of $100K-$500K .

Faster Delivery of Informatio n

Paper-Based - Paper copies are expensive to make and distribute. Time is
lost when distributions are made to remote locations and schedul e
acceleration is difficult to achieve .

Computer-Based - All team members have access to the documents in the
computer based system even from remote locations . This cuts
distribution time and insures that all team members have the most
current information .

Cost Change - An estimate of possible savings is in the range of $0 to
$ l 00K .

Continuity of Personnel



Paper-Based - Often project team members are reassigned when a design
project is completed and thus are not available to work with the
owner or selected contractor during the construction phase of the
project. The new team members must be brought up-to-date and
this can take a lot of time when documents must be copied .

Computer-Based - When new team members are assigned, they can
quickly be brought up-to-date by allowing them access to the
central record system .

Cost Change - This area could result in a small saving of cost during the
construction phase in the range $50K to $100K.

Management Costs

Paper-Based - The NISC team will need to work with all project team
members to insure that all the paper files are complete . This would
include off site inspection of records .

Computer-Based - The NISC team will still need work with all project
team members to insure that the files are complete . However, since
records are electronic they can be inspected and checked on site .
This did save effort and travel costs . In addition, if the schedule
can be shortened, costs go down and the amount of LANL
interaction with the contractor will be reduced .

Cost Change - It is estimated that there could be a cost saving, over the life
of the project, in the range of $100K to $200K .

Quality

Paper-Based - Quality can suffer as a result of effort being devoted to
resolving questions and differences between the A/E and general
contractor if they are using different base documents .

Computer-Based - The NISC team will be able to devote more effort to
insure that the project will meet the quality requirements of the
users. The team will have access to the most current project
information .

Cost Change - This area should have no impact on the design-construction
phase of the project .

Procurement Process



Paper-Based - One set of paper documents related to the contracts is
required . These documents are scanned at the end of the project .

Computer-Based - In addition to the one set of paper documents related to
the contracts the process required that the documents be scanned as
the project progressed . These documents will be scanned at the
end of the project again .

Cost Change - It is estimated that this will increase the project cost about
$25K .

Development of Performance Based Specification s

Paper-Based - There is a limited amount of interchanges between the
users and the contractor. The user generally will have more
interacts with the A/E. However, the user may not get as much
input from the construction contractor because of the effort to
exchange information . Full size drawings are large, heavy, and
costly to produce and distribute to the team.

Computer-Based - The owner/user of the facility can define in more detail
the requirements for the facility . This is helped by the easier
exchange of information between all players . This also helps
reduce the number of change requests .

Cost Changes - There were increased costs to develop the more detailed
requirements . The cost for the increase detail is estimated to be in
the range of $300K. The ease of interactions through the computer-
based system greatly offset the increase in the detail design cost for
net saving in the order of $50 K

Institutional Barrier s

Paper-Based - This is the standard approach used by LANL at present .
LANL is in the process of converting to a more computer-based
system .

Computer-Based - The project was developed and planned to use a
computer-based records keeping system . There were several
particular institutional barriers that added to the cost . One example
is the requirement to keep paper copies of all contract related
items .



Cost Changes - This area should have no impact on the design-
construction phase of the project. However, it did have an impact
during the project closeout phase of about $100K increase .

Unfamiliarity with process

Paper-Based - General the users of the new facility do not build many new
projects . Thus, either approach is somewhat unfamiliar to the
users. The Project Management team, the A/E team, and the
construction team were are familiar with paper based systems and
some team members were familiar with computer based systems .

Computer-Based - To effectively use a computer-based approach, the
whole project team must be trained in the selected system .

Cost Changes - This approach did increase cost of the project start-up by
about $50K.

Control of Scope Change s

Paper-Based - There is a tendency to change project scope and
requirements during the design phase resulting in increased costs .
Scope changes can be managed but their impacts on the project are
difficult to control . Paper based systems do not help with the
exchange of information to help control these costs .

Computer-Based - LANL has made a significant effort to develop and
document the requirements before going out for bid . This did
minimize changes and did reduce costs . Changes to scope can be
more quickly evaluated for impacts to costs and schedules with a
computer-based document system .

Cost Changes - By using the computer-based record system scope changes
to the project can be made with less effort tracking past changes
and other relationships . Estimated saving in this area are $75K .

Post Project Benefits

Paper-Based - The approach is reasonable and effective . However, the
amount of time required to get details will be greater than with a
computer-based system . Also, the amount and location o f
construction photos and related documents will be more limited .



Computer-Based - Contractors and Facility Management teams will have
quick access to the facility drawing and details photos taken during
construction .

Cost Change - This is an area where it is very hard to develop an estimate
of possible savings . However, this approach will save time in the
development of changes to the facility . The estimated saving
could be in the range of $500K to $2,OOOK over a thirty year
period .

RESULTS OF THE REVIEW

The project team selected the computer-based approach for the NISC
project. The primary reason was the single location for all project records . The
team believes the computer-based approach will reduce the effort to management
the project and allow more effort to be place on cost management and quality
control of the project . The following table summarizes the results of the review .

Summary of Cost Impacts of Using a Computer-Based Records Management Syste m

Low High
Factors Range Range Increase

Reduction Reduction
Single Point of Res onsibili 50K
Improved Risk Management OK 100K 100K
Accurate Identification of Costs 100K 500K
Faster Delivery of Facility OK 100K
Continuity of Personnel 50K 100K
Management Costs 100K 200K
Quality OK OK
Procurement Process 25K
Development of Performance Based OK 50K
Specification
Institutional Barriers 100K
Unfamiliarity with Process 50K
Control of Scope Changes OK 75K
Post Project Benefits 500K 2,OOOK
Total 750K 3,075KF::325K



EFFECTS OF USING A COMPUTER-BASED RECORDS
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The total cost of record management for the NISC project was about
$525K. The computer-based records management system did result in increase
costs for project management in the order of $325K . Most of this cost was added
labor to scan the non-electronic documents and to set up the web page and the
databases associated with the project : A reduction of about $500K in the cost of
the project did result from reduced travel to attend project meetings, faster
delivery of the project, continuity of personnel, and reduced project management
costs. The net saving for the project is in the range of $175K to $200K of direct
costs .

SUMMARY

The project team selected a computer-based approach for the NISC project
record management system. The team is convinced that this approach did cut
direct costs . The major advantage, that the team believes did help the project,
comes in the area of having just one central point for all design and construction
information related to the project . The other benefit to the project will come over
the thirty-year design life of the project through reduced costs to design changes
to the facility . The team estimates that a reasonable saving for the project
(including future modifications) will be about $2,OOOK or about 3% of the project
construction costs .

The cost increase of scanning non-electric documents will decrease
for other projects in the future as more project related information is computer
generated. Many the subcontractors on the NISC project had not completely
converted to computer based systems for there own internal operation during the
life of the NISC project . However, as more project related documents are
generated in electronic form this type of cost will reduce .




